Here you will find the main milestones and available resources to support your Principles for Responsible Banking implementation.

**Bank signs the commitment and makes public announcement**

- Communication toolkit
- Onboarding call and package
- PRB Academy - Getting started

**MONTH 1**

**Establish a multidisciplinary team, a governance structure, an implementation roadmap, and start impact analysis**

**RESOURCES**
- Impact Protocol
- PRB Guidance document
- PRB Academy - Responsible Banking for Board Members

**MONTH 3**

**Run impact analysis and identify positive and negative impacts**

**RESOURCES**
- Impact Protocol
- PRB Guidance document
- Implementation support sessions per business model and geography

**MONTH 6**

**Prioritize at least two impact areas and measure performance for one of them**

**RESOURCES**
- Case studies
- Target Setting Guidance
- Target Setting Working Groups and Workshops

**END YEAR 1**

**Publish first Report aligned with annual reporting cycle**

**RESOURCES**
- Reporting and self-assessment template
- Reporting and Assurance Guidance
- Member’s Reports

**MONTHS 12–18**

**Determine baseline for the first impact area and assess relevant frameworks to align with**

**RESOURCES**
- Target Setting Guidance and FAQ
- Target Setting Working Groups and Workshops
- PRB Academy - Clients and Customer Training

**MONTHS 12–18**

**Set SMART target that addresses first area of impact**

- Climate mitigation
- Circular Economy and Resource Efficiency
- Biodiversity
- Financial Health and Inclusion
- Gender equality

**END YEAR 2**

**Receive the individual feedback and share results with your CEO**

**RESOURCES**
- Learn more about the individual feedback report

**AFTER YOUR REPORT**

**Publish Report annually and get the feedback**

**RESOURCES**
- Reporting and self-assessment template
- Reporting and Assurance Guidance
- Member’s Reports

**MONTHS 24–36**

**Determine the baseline for the second impact area and assess relevant frameworks to align with**

**RESOURCES**
- Target Setting Guidance and FAQ
- Target Setting Working Groups and Workshops
- PRB Academy - Clients and Customer Training

**MONTHS 36–42**

**Set SMART target that address second area of impact**

- Climate mitigation
- Circular Economy and Resource Efficiency
- Biodiversity
- Financial Health and Inclusion
- Gender equality

**RESOURCES FOR TARGET SETTING**
- Circular Economy and Resource Efficiency
- Biodiversity
- Financial Health and Inclusion
- Gender equality
Your bank already set at least two SMART targets, developed workplans, engaged stakeholders and clients, reported and monitored progress.

Questions?

UNEP FI Banking Team

- Simone Dettling, Head of Banking: simone.dettling@un.org
- Sarah Kemmitt, Net-Zero Banking Alliance Lead: sarah.kemmitt@un.org
- Karine Bueno, Individual Review Team Lead: karine.bueno@un.org
- Johanna Dichtl, Implementation Guidance Team Lead: johanna.dichtl@un.org
- Maria Eugenia Sosa Taborda, Membership and Governance Team Lead: maria.sosataborda@un.org

UNEP FI Thematic Leads

- Kai Remco Fischer, Climate Lead: kai.fischer@un.org
- Jessica Smith, Nature Lead: jessica.smith@un.org
- Joana Pedro, Social and Human Rights Lead: joana.pedro@un.org
- Peggy Lefort, Pollution and Circular Economy Lead: peggy.lefort@un.org
- Careen Abb, SDGs and Impact Lead: careen.abb@un.org
- Mustafa Chaudhry, Events and Digital Lead: mustafa.chaudhry@un.org

Contact your regional coordinator:

Africa and MENA

- Nuran Atef: nuran.atef@un.org

Europe

- Daniel Bouzas: daniel.bouzas@un.org
- Flora Petrucci: flora.petrucci@un.org

North America

- Carlos Arriaga Serrano: carlos.arriagaserrano@un.org

Latin America and Caribbean

- Maria Eugenia Sosa Taborda: maria.sosataborda@un.org
- Derek Gallo: derek.gallo@un.org
- Carolina Lopez, Chile: carolina.lopez@un.org

Asia

- Ninita Talukdar, Asia Pacific: nimita.talukdar@un.org
- Peiyuan Guo, China: peiyuan.guo@unepfi.org
- Jenny Bilianshan, China: bilianshan@syntaogf.com
- Kaori Nomura, Japan: kaori.nomura@un.org
- Dae-woong Lim, South Korea: dae-woong.lim@un.org

For more information on the implementation of the Principles for Responsible Banking, please visit our Members’ Area.